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We see “what” is condensed

But we still don’t know “why”

Two problems:

Why anything is condensed at all

Why is the scale of condensation ~TeV ≪ MPl=1015TeV

Explanation most likely to be at ~TeV scale because this is 
the relevant energy scale

Courtesy of H. Murayama
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We are here

Quantum Phase Transition



SM:

❖ At a QPT the approximate scale invariant theory is characterized by the scaling 
dimension Δ of the gauge invariant operators.

❖ In such theories, in addition to the pole (Higgs), there can also be a higgs 
continuum, representing additional states associated with the dynamics 
underlying the QPT 

❖ We want to present a general class of theories describing a higgs field near a 
non-mean-field QPT.

❖ One result of the presence of the continuum will be the appearance of form 
factors in couplings of the Higgs to the SM particles.

The Quantum Critical higgs



❖ What would be a general low-energy EFT consistent with a QPT and no new 
massless particles?

Form Factors for the Quantum Critical higgs
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 represents the parametric dependence on the scale of conformal symmetry breaking,

On-shell behavior: constant form factors (form factor reduces 
to a constant),)

restriction to on-shell states reduces the on-shell 
form factor to an  effective coupling constant.

Form Factors for the Quantum Critical higgsEffects of
the strong sector leading to the QPT are 

added via its n-point functions, leading to 
form factors



Off-shell behavior: nontrivial momentum dependent  
form factors

Higgsstrahlung: p2 →  -p2VBF

etc…
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Off-shell behavior: nontrivial momentum dependent  
form factors

Bose Symmetry:
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Off-shell behavior: nontrivial momentum dependent  
form factors

Bose Symmetry:

suppressed in the large top mass limit in the SM
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Off-shell behavior: nontrivial momentum dependent  
form factors

On can estimate from an EFT perspective, where Higgs is (the only) 
light degree of freedom surviving from

the strongly coupled sector 
=> can estimate the size of the N-point Higgs correlator by 

considering the effect of loops on its renormalization…

Off-shell Form Factors for the Quantum Critical higgs



Estimation of Form Factors
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dominant contribution comes 
from tree diagram

e.g. double Higgs production through 
gluon fusion would be dominated by

Estimation of Form Factors



❖ The upshot is that there is a QPT (CFT) with non-trivial dynamics, and the 
pole  (physical Higgs) arises as a composite bound state of CFT similar to 
composite Higgs models

Modeling the QCH: generalized free fields

Generalized Free Fields Polyakov, early ‘70s- skeleton expansions



The bulk to brane propagator is then given by

❖ SO(4) global symmetry is gauged in the 5D bulk 

=> reduce to the previous propagator in the limit pR <<1 :
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Generalized Free Fields via AdS/CFT

Soft wall terminates CFT with continuum, not set of KK modes
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❖ Form factors

Direct Signals



❖ Off-shell Higgs can be tested via interference.

H

sensitive to the 
modifications of the Higgs two-point function
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❖ Single Higgs production: Production of the cut modifies Higgs cross sections for 
energies above μ  => modifies any cross sections that involve the (tree-level) 
exchange of the components of Higgs

we may learn there is a threshold
and a non-trivial dimension

Direct Signals

The box and triangle diagrams are related by 
gauge invariance, and the cancellation occurs in 

order to maintain perturbative unitarity: the 
presence of the cut leads to a slower decrease of 

the amplitudes at higher s.



❖ Double Higgs production

gauge1 = box + triangle (negative interference)
gauge2 = box (largest contribution)
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❖ Double Higgs production

gauge1 = box + triangle (negative interference)
gauge2 = box (largest contribution)

probe the higher n-point correlators of the CFT.

Direct Signals



❖ Form factors for trilinear Higgs self coupling

Direct Signals



❖ Double Higgs production
dashed lines correspond to the case where only the Higgs two-point function has 
non-trivial  behavior inherited from a sector with strong dynamics.

Direct Signals



❖ The Higgs sector may exhibit signs of quantum criticality with non-trivial 
non-mean-field behavior

❖ CFT scaling may lead to a gapped continuum rather than a tower of new 
particles - depending on manner of IR exit of CFT

❖ Low-energy EFT for such a quantum critical Higgs shows that critical 
exponents can be extracted from the LHC measurements (and future 
colliders…)

❖ Nontrivial momentum-dependent form factors for Higgs physics 
interesting for the future measurement.

❖ UV completions with non-trivial fixed point, where hierarchy problem is 
addressed possible.

Summary
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❖ Randall Sundum 2 (only UV brane and bulk): cuts from 0  (CFT)

❖ RS1: putting IR cutoff at TeV

❖ New type of IR cutoff (soft wall) gives rise to a different phenomenology
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❖ e.g. for the trilinear interaction in momentum space:

similar to SCET!

Non-local operators


